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Low conservation of alternative splicing patterns
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Alternative splicing has recently emerged as a major mechanism of generating protein diversity in higher
eukaryotes. We compared alternative splicing isoforms of 166 pairs of orthologous human and mouse genes.
As the mRNA and EST libraries of human and mouse are not complete and thus cannot be compared directly,
we instead analyzed whether known cassette exons or alternative splicing sites from one genome are
conserved in the other genome. We demonstrate that about half of the analyzed genes have species-speciﬁc
isoforms, and about a quarter of elementary alternatives are not conserved between the human and mouse
genomes. The detailed results of this study are available at www.ig-msk.ru:8005/HMG_paper.

INTRODUCTION
Sequencing of the human (1) and mouse (2) genomes led to the
identification of about 30 000 genes, in contrast to earlier
estimates of up to 120 000 human genes (3). On the other hand,
large-scale sequencing of human ESTs demonstrated that at
least 30% of human genes are alternatively spliced (4,5), which
again contrasted with the 5% accepted previously (6). Later this
estimate was raised to 60% (1,7, reviewed in 8). The frequency
of alternative splicing of mouse genes, estimated as 33% (9),
was recently increased to 41% by analysis of full-length
cDNAs (10). In fact, the observed frequency of alternative
splicing depends on EST coverage (9,11) and on accepted
thresholds for alternative splices to be considered functional
(11).
Alternative splicing (AS) was shown to remove/insert
complete protein domains rather than disrupt domains, and,
in the latter case, to target functional sites within domains (12).
Finally, regulated AS is involved in human genetic disease
(13–15), and up to 15% of disease-causing point mutations are
thought to be responsible for aberrant splicing (16). Thus
alternative splicing emerges as a major mechanism of
generating proteome diversity (17–19), although it has been
suggested that some EST-based alternative variants might
represent cellular noise (8,11,18).
Comparative analysis of exon–intron structure of eukaryotic
genes demonstrated higher conservation of intron sequences

near alternative splicing sites in different species of fruit flies
Drosophila (20) and nematodes Caenorhabditis (21).
Orthologous mammalian introns also show weak, but noticeable conservation at intron termini (F.A. and A.S. Kondrashov,
personal communication). This is thought to reflect the
presence of weak dispersed regulatory elements at intron
termini. On the other hand, there is no avoidance of SNPs
(single-nucleotide polymorphisms) in intron positions outside
the splicing sites (F.A. and A.S. Kondrashov, personal
communication) (22).
There exists anecdotal evidence of non-conserved alternative
splicing patterns in different genomes, (for some examples see
Table 1). Species-specific splicing variants are observed in
transgenic constructions (23,24), and the same isoforms can be
differently regulated in different genomes of mammals (23,25),
between mammals and birds (26), or between different orders
of insects, e.g. Diptera [fruit flies D. melanogaster and D. virilis
(27) and fly Megaselia scalaris (28)] and Lepidoptera
[silkworm Bombyx mori (29)]. However, conservation of
alternative splicing patterns on the genome level has not yet
been subject to large-scale computational analysis.
One reason for that is the incompleteness of EST and mRNA
collections. This makes it difficult to directly compare the
observed splicing isoforms and various normalizing techniques
have to be used, producing wide prediction margins, e.g.
8–42% of human alternative splices were shown to be
conserved in mouse (11).
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Figure 1. Types of elementary alternatives.

Table 1. Examples of species-specific alternative splicing
Gene and product

Genomes

References

ALAS (erythroid 5-aminolevulinate synthase)
GAP (Ras GTPase)
p53 (tumor supressor)
PTP-S (non-membrane protein tyrosine phosphatase)
Aggrecan
HSL (hormone-sensitive lipase)
H4P (inter-alpha-inhibitor)
ER-alpha (estrogen receptor)
CS (calpastatin)
Ad4BP/SF-1 (NR5A1)
SERCA (sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca(2þ)ATPase)
MCOLN1/Mcoln1 (mucolipidosis type IV)
PECAM-1 (cell adhesion protein)

Human, mouse
Human, monkey, mouse, rat, pig, sheep
Human, mouse, rat
Human, mouse
Human, cow, dog
Human, mouse
Human, rat
Human, mouse
Human, mouse, rat
Mouse, rat
Human, rat
Human, mouse
Human, mouse, rat

(66)
(67)
(68,46,48)
(69)
(47)
(25)
(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)

We apply a conservative approach: we analyze whether a
cassette exon, retained intron, or an alternative splicing site
(Fig. 1) observed in one species is present in the genome of the
other species. This variant may be non-functional due to changes
in regulation, as demonstrated by some examples listed above
and in Table 1. Thus our results may underestimate the true
extent of non-conserved alternative splicing. On the other hand,
unless we accept that alternatively spliced regions may evolve at
a much faster rate than constitutive regions, so that alternative
coding regions are no longer recognizable by the similarity
search, we will not lose any splicing variants, and thus will not
underestimate the conservatism of alternative splicing.

contained 177 cassette exons, 51 alternative acceptor sites, 52
alternative donor sites, and 12 retained introns. The total
number of known human elementary alternatives was 285. One
hundred and twenty four alternatively spliced mouse genes
contained 123 cassette exons, 46 alternative acceptor sites, 53
alternative donor sites and 29 retained introns. The total
number of known mouse elementary alternatives was 252. Only
51 elementary alternatives were described in both genomes.
All alternative isoforms were translated and aligned with
genomic sequences of both species (see Data and Methods). As
the EST collections might contain aberrant non-functional
splicing variants, we considered separately elementary alternatives supported by mRNA and EST evidence. The results are
shown in Table 2. Graphical maps for all gene pairs in this
study genes are available at www.ig-msk.ru:8005/HMG_paper.
Only 69–83% of elementary alternatives are conserved. The
degree of conservation is higher in mRNA-derived alternatives
(76–83%) compared with EST-derived ones (69–75%), and
is higher for mouse alternatives (73–83%) than for human ones
(69–76%). However, it is encouraging that the differences
between the four columns in Table 2 (human/mouse, mRNA/
EST) are not high (lower values for EST-derived alternatives
were expected, see below). No significant differences in
behavior of different types of elementary alternatives could
be observed.
Only 51 elementary alternatives were observed in both
genomes in the initial sample. This is 20% of all considered
elementary alternatives and lies between the estimates of 8%
conserved alternative splices and 42% conserved reliable
alternative splices reported in (11). It is noteworthy that

RESULTS
Analysis of GenBank (30), draft human genome (1), and two
databases of alternative splicing, AsMamDB (31) and HASDB
(32) resulted in identification of 166 pairs of orthologous
alternatively spliced human and mouse genes. Of these, mRNA
and EST evidence of AS in both genomes was available for 84
gene pairs, in the human genome, for 42 genes, and in the
mouse genome, in 40 genes.
We considered four types of elementary alternatives: cassette
(on/off ) exons, alternative donor and acceptor splicing
sites, and retained introns (Fig. 1). We did not distinguish
cassette and alternative (mutually exclusive) exons, as the
comparative genomic approach does not allow one to take into
account dependencies between elementary alternatives. One
hundred and twenty six alternatively spliced human genes
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Figure 2. Exon–intron structure of Fxyd2/FXYD2 gene encoding Na/K-ATPase. Arrows: start codons. Bold lines: alternatives generating species-specific isoforms. The scheme is not to scale.

Table 2. Conservation of elementary alternatives from mRNAs and ESTs
Human

Mouse

mRNA
C
Cassette exons
Alternative donor sites
Alternative acceptor sites
Retained introns
Total alternatives
Degree of conservation
Genes
Total genes
Total gene pairs

EST
NC

56
25
18
7
13
5
4
3
96
30
76%
45
28
C: 57 (45%), NC: 69(55%)
C: 74 (45%), NC: 82 (55%)

mRNA

EST

C

NC

C

74
16
19
5
114
69%
41

26
10
15
0
51

70
5
24
6
15
6
8
7
117
24
83%
68
22
C: 79 (64%), NC: 45 (36%)

44

NC

C

NC

39
17
16
10
82
75%
30

9
6
9
4
28
26

C, conserved elementary alternatives (for genes, all isoforms conserved); NC, non-conserved elementary alternatives (for genes, at least one nonconserved isoform).

retained introns, the main type of aberrant or artefactual data in
EST databases are mainly conserved both in mRNA and EST
comparisons. In fact, the degree of conservation of retained
introns could even be overestimated, as the data were
specifically filtered in order to remove ESTs arising from
unspliced transcripts. Because of that conservatism of retained
introns from mRNAs appears to be higher than conservatism of
retained introns from ESTs.
Twenty-three gene pairs of specific interest were selected for
exhaustive manual analysis using as complete literature search
as possible. Among these pairs there were 11 pairs with seven
or more elementary alternatives, five pairs with six elementary
alternatives, of which at least half were non-conserved, three
pairs with complicated combinations of elementary alternatives, three pairs with alternatives involving an additional
human intron not present in the mouse gene and, finally, gene
p53 selected because of its functional importance.
First of all, analysis of the literature revealed four elementary
alternatives not represented in the initial sample and two cases
of multiple alternatives caused by the use of alternative
promoters; they were taken into account in Table 2. As EST
do not retain information about long-range correlation between
elementary alternatives, we did not attempt to calculate the
number of new isoforms. On the other hand, there were several

well-studied human genes, for which only one isoform has
been published, but analysis of ESTs suggests alternative
splicing. Some examples are cell cycle checkpoint control
protein (33) (GenBank U53174, UniGene Hs.240457), creatine
transporter (34) (GenBank AAC41688, UniGene Hs.187958),
and methyl-CpG binding protein 4 (35) (GenBank AF072250,
Hs.35947). It remains to be seen in experiment whether the
new candidate isoforms are functional. Finally, there are cases
when isoforms are known under different names, e.g. MutS
homolog 5 (36) (MSH5, GenBank AAC62533) and G7 protein
(37) (GenBank CAB52406).
We have also observed numerous alternatives in non-coding
regions; some prominent examples with multiple non-coding
alternative exons are neuronatin (Peg5) (38) and menin
(MEN1) (39). As discussed above, they could not be analyzed
by the present approach, and we did not consider them in detail.
However, we have found several cases of seemingly recent
inactivation of exons. In these cases an alternative is
distinguishable in DNA comparisons, but is no longer
translated due to frameshifts or the absence of start codons.
It is unlikely that such situation would represent the emergence
of a protein-coding region from conserved non-coding DNA.
One such example is the gene for Na/K-ATPase gamma
subunit (Fig. 2). The mouse gene Fxyd2 has three isoforms
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Figure 3. Fragment of the exon–intron structure of the p53 gene. Circles: (candidate) stop codons. Other notation as in Figure 2.

with different initial exons 1g, 1b, 1a having tissue- and stagespecific pattern of expression (40) (GenBank AY035583,
UniGene Mm.22742). The human gene FXYD2 retains exon
1b; exon 1a is conserved on the nucleotide level, but it has a
different start codon ATG and the respective protein N-termini
cannot be aligned due to frameshifts; and finally, exon 1g also
is conserved on the nucleotide level, but has no ATG at all (41)
(GenBank AF316896, UniGene Hs.19520). However, all three
exons were observed in human mRNAs and thus are probably
functional. Additionally, the human gene has an intron inserted
in exon 2, which has now become two exons 2a and 2b (or
exon 3 in the human numbering), the latter becoming a cassette
exon. Finally, there are ESTs produced by alternative acceptor
sites at exons 2b/3 and 3/4.
A complicated, rather unclear, situation is that of the mouse
gene CW17 (a.k.a. zfp162 and mzfm) (42) and the orthologous
human gene SF1 (a.k.a. ZFM1) (43). Indeed, as noted in the
original publication, one human isoform (ZFM1-A) has noncanonical splicing sites at both termini of the intron between
exons 13 and 14 (in some isoforms this intron is retained; exon
13 itself is a cassette exon). Accordingly, the acceptor splicing
site of this intron is not conserved. However, an isoform where
this intron is spliced out has been observed in mouse as well
(44). Further, some clones that apparently contain retained
introns (45) are probably results of inefficient splicing, as these
introns are not conserved in the mouse genome.
Alternative splicing of gene p53 (Fig. 3) has been the subject
of intensive experimental study. Our analysis included an
unpublished mouse isoform that is known as GenBank entry
AJ297973. This isoform lacks exon 9, that is a cassette exon.
Our analysis cannot distinguish cassette exons if the longer
(exon-containing) isoform is conserved; however, it should be
noted that human isoforms without exon 9 were not observed,
and thus the mouse alternative seems to be species-specific.
This gene illustrates one more limitation of our analysis and the
importance of taking into account all available data when
drawing conclusions about specific genes. The mouse exon 11
(the terminal one) has an alternative acceptor site. This site is
conserved in human and rat genes; however, isoforms utilizing
this site have not been observed in human despite directed
effort, and the frequency of such isoforms in rat is much lower
than in mouse (46). This shows that conservation of a site is not
sufficient to predict the existence of an isoform (a similar
situation exists in the cartilage aggrecan gene, where the exon
encoding the EGF1 domain is conserved with splicing sites

intact, but is incorporated in human and bovine mRNAs, but
not those of dog and rat) (47). Thus the two published speciesspecific isoforms generate proteins with different C-termini.
The human isoform utilizing exon 90 has a stop codon in this
exon and generates a truncated protein. This isoform is
probably functional, as the mRNA is observed in significant
amounts in normal quiescent cells whereas the derived protein
lacks the tetramerization domain and thus has specific
transcriptional properties (48). Similarly, the mouse isoform
utilizing the alternative acceptor site in exon 11 has a stop
codon in the alternative region. The derived protein has
increased non-specific and specific DNA-binding activity (49).
Finally, we could not find counterparts for possible alternative
splicing at the junction of exons 2 and 3 reported for Danio
rerio (50), and it is likely that this issue will be resolved only
when the zebrafish genome becomes available.
At present there is insufficient data to make a general
statement about functionality of non-conserved alternative
isoforms. The agreement of mRNA-derived and EST-derived
estimates of the amount of non-conserved elementary alternatives shows that most non-conserved isoforms are expressed
and are not due to experimental artifacts. If we accept a tissuespecific mRNA expression pattern or changed protein properties as evidence of functionality, to the discussed examples of
the Fxyd2/FXYD2 and p53 we can add four more genes with
functional non-conserved isoforms.
Mouse autoimmune regulator gene Aire (Fig. 4) has a nonconserved alternative donor site in exon 6 (extending this exon
by four codons) and a conserved acceptor site in exon 8
(extending this exon by one codon). Further, there are isoforms
lacking exon 10 or exons 10 and 11 (51). None of these
elementary alternatives have been observed in human ESTs.
However, all 12 (2  2  3) combinatorial variants have been
detected in vivo, and the conserved isoform constitutes only
23% of mRNA in thymus (51). Further, there exists a testisspecific isoform utilizing a non-conserved exon 70 (52).
The MIA/CD-RAP gene whose product exhibits malnomainhibiting activity has a human-specific isoform lacking exon 2.
It generates a protein with different C-terminus (53). The ratio
of the conserved and non-conserved isoforms differs in
melanocytes and other cells; further, the conserved isoform
localizes mainly in the nucleus, whereas the non-conserved
protein isoform is expressed mainly in the cytoplasm (53).
Finally, multiple non-conserved isoforms of the human
TRAD/R51H3/RAD51D gene have different tissue specificity
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Figure 4. Fragment of the exon–intron structure of mouse gene AIRE. Notation as in Figure 2.

(54), whereas the transcription factor E2F6 gene has a mousespecific cassette exon 2 containing a stop-codon; the corresponding isoform is the predominant one (55).

DISCUSSION
The main question arising in all genomic analyses that involve
EST data is that of reliability. Indeed, EST libraries are
incomplete and known to contain a large number of artifacts
arising both from experimental problems such as genome
contamination and errors of cellular machinery such as aberrant
splicing. However, the results observed on EST and mRNA
data are very close, and overall about a quarter of all
elementary alternatives seem to be species-specific, in contrast
to the constitutive exon–intron structure that is generally
conserved (2,56). About half of alternatively spliced genes
have non-conserved isoforms. This suggests that the birth of
new spliced isoforms is one of the major evolutionary
mechanisms for generation of species-specific proteome
diversity. Indeed, analysis of the literature demonstrated that
functionality of at least some non-conserved isoforms is
functional.
The higher than expected frequency of young (speciesspecific) isoforms agrees well with a number of other recent
observations. It has been demonstrated that all human internal
exons containing Alu sequences are alternatively spliced using
sites within Alu sequences (57). As this family of repeats
is specific to primates, all these cassette exons are necessarily
specific to this taxonomic group. Cassette exons demonstrate
lower rate of synonymous substitutions and marginally higher
rate of non-synonymous substitutions compared with constitutive exons in pairs of human and non-primate mammalian
genes (58). As the increased ratio of the frequency of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions is a standard sign
of positive selection (59), the alternatively spliced regions seem
to be under positive selection. Similar results are observed
in analysis of human SNPs, as there are less synonymous and
more non-synonymous SNPs in alternative regions
(V.E. Ramensky, A.A. Mironov, M.S. Gelfand, manuscript
in preparation). Thus alternative splicing emerges as an
evolutionary workshop for tinkering with the protein structure
and function.
The recent origin of many splicing isoforms may partially
explain the observed discrepancy between the human
and mouse data and the mRNA and EST data. Indeed,
species-specific isoforms can be expected to have narrower
tissue- or stage-specificity than older isoforms. Consequently,

they are less well known and thus under-represented in mRNA
samples, as compared with EST data, and also underrepresented in the mouse data. The observed difference in
conservatism of mRNA- and EST-derived elementary alternatives is 8%, and 6% fewer human elementary alternatives are
conserved compared with mouse. We expect that this gap will
close as more reliable data become available.
Of course, all estimates made here should be treated with
appropriate caution. Recent publication of the complete mouse
genome makes it possible to repeat this study on a larger
dataset, and this will be done. The conservative technique of
genomic comparison (instead of direct EST comparison)
developed here can be applied only to protein-coding regions
of exons. It also cannot identify cases when splicing sites are
conserved, but still do not function, and we know that this may
happen, e.g. in the p53 gene, nor can it identify exons that are
cassette in one species and constitutive in the other. On the
other hand, alternative splicing may be confused with allelespecific exon deletion, as in the human growth hormone
receptor gene (60). At present these cases look as rare oddities,
but the history of studying alternative splicing is ripe with
oddities becoming a rule.
Here we do not account for varying EST coverage, and
thus some of the isoforms may be due to aberrant splicing
and non-functional, especially as many clone libraries are
derived from cancer cell lines where increased error rate of
many cellular processes may be expected (61). However,
reasonable agreement of mRNA- and EST-derived estimates
and conservation of retained introns, the latter being the most
frequent case of aberrant alternatives (11), makes it unlikely
that our data were heavily contaminated.
Similarly, although identifying orthologs in the absence of a
complete mouse genome might lead to creation of spurious
pairs formed by paralogous genes, the applied criteria of
orthology were sufficiently stringent not to let it happen
unless we encountered a very recent duplication. In the latter
case conservation of all alternatives on the genome level
could be expected anyway, although some of isoforms may be
specific for only one copy, as in the following example. The
mouse genome contains two paralogous genes encoding
intercellular adhesion molecule, Ceacam1 and Ceacam2,
whereas both human and rat genomes contain only one such
gene (62). Of these, only the second paralog was shown to be
alternatively spliced. In fact, systematic comparison of
alternative splicing of recent paralogs could be the subject
of an independent study.
This study opens a door for many questions. Is there
anything specific about the function of young isoforms? Are
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they tissue- or stage-specific, and if yes, can this specificity be
linked to differences in human and mouse anatomy or
physiology? How do young splices influence the protein
structure, as compared with conserved alternative splicing
events? How conserved is alternative splicing at larger
evolutionary distances, e.g. between human and fugu?
Completion of additional mammalian genomes, projects aimed
at cataloging of all mRNAs of human and mouse, and increasing
EST coverage of human, mouse and other genomes make it
likely that at least some answers will be found in near future.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Initially 431 groups of mouse alternative splicing isoforms
from AsMamDB 1.0 (31) (http://166.111.30.65/ASMAMDB.
html) were considered. Of these, we retained 201 groups
containing genomic sequences (the complete mouse genome
was unavailable at the time of this study). The exon–intron
structure of these 201 genes was reconstituted by spliced
alignment mRNA sequences and genomic DNA sequences
using Pro-EST (4). We then removed sequences with
non-alignable overhangs and, mRNAs that differed only
at start or end points, and sequences with alternatives
in non-coding regions. This resulted in 76 groups of
protein-coding isoforms with well-established exon–intron
structure and, in particular, canonical GT-AG dinucleotides at
all intron termini. The longest isoform was translated into
protein and used to find the human ortholog in the draft version
of the human genome (1) using TBLASTN (63) (www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/). Human homologs were accepted if they
produced strong alignment throughout the entire protein length
and had the same exon–intron structure (including conservation
of exon lengths up to several amino acids) in constitutively
spliced regions. In addition, absence of close paralogs was
required. This resulted in 62 pairs of orthologous mouse–human
gene pairs with known alternative splicing in mouse.
All 2121 complete mouse genes from GenBank (30)
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) with known genomic sequence and
exon–intron structure, excluding immunoglobulin and T-cell
receptor genes, were compared with a database of alternatively
spliced human genes HASDB (32) (www.bioinformatics.ucla.
edu/splice/HASDB/). To do that, one mRNA was selected from
each UniGene (64) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/) cluster
corresponding to one of 6201 HASDB entries and compared with
translated complete mouse genes using BLASTX. After establishing pairs consisting of a mouse gene and a UniGene/HASDB
cluster with confirmed alternative splicing, the corresponding
human genes were selected from the draft version of the human
genome (1). This resulted in 116 human–mouse genes pairs with
known alternative splicing in human. Of these, 33 pairs were
already generated by analysis of mouse alternatively spliced
genes, and thus had known AS in both species.
Additionally, we considered 21 mouse gene with alternative
splicing annotated in GenBank entries. Their human orthologs
were identified in UniGene and the human genome using
TBLASTN. Evidence of alternative splicing was found for
eight human genes. Finally, for all mouse genes, ESTs from
UniGene with elementary alternatives not covered by
previously identified isoforms were selected; the standard

precautions against contamination by unspliced or partially
spliced transcripts were taken.
The final sample consisted of 166 human–mouse gene pairs
with mRNA and ESTs showing alternative splicing in at least
one genome. Of these, 84 pairs were known to be alternatively
spliced in both genomes, 42 genes in the human genome and
40 genes in the mouse genome.
Protein sequences corresponding to the observed isoforms
were aligned to genomic sequences using Pro-Frame (65).
Alternative splicing sites were assumed to be conserved if
(a) the alternatively spliced regions could be aligned and (b)
the canonical dinucleotides, GT for donor sites and AG for
acceptor sites, were observed in the matching positions in the
alignment with only short insertions of an integer
number of codons allowed. An alternative exon was assumed
to be conserved if (a) it could be aligned at the same
level of similarity as the rest of the protein and (b) it was
bounded by canonical dinucleotides. Finally, a retained intron
was considered conserved if (a) it could be well aligned and (b)
its length was a multiple of 3, unless this intron contained an
in-frame stop-codon. Missing cassette exons or alternatively
spliced parts of exons were searched for in corresponding
introns using Pro-Frame and TBLASTN.
Thus, non-conserved alternatives were defined as those that
had no counterpart in the initial genome, or could not function
because of loss of the splicing sites at their boundaries, or
disrupted the reading frame downstream. The quality of obtained
alignments was assessed by eye, however, in no case any
ambiguity was encountered. To account for lower conservation
of alternatively spliced regions (cassette exons, retained introns,
or exon extensions generated by alternative splicing sites), the
threshold for accepting alignments of such regions was 60%
identity, whereas for constitutive exons it was 70%.
If the reading frame of an alternative region could not be
determined, all three possible reading frames were considered.
Alternatives involving the start or stop codons were considered
only within the coding region, and non-coding leader
(respectively, trailer) sequences were ignored.
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